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WHAT IS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING?
Definition: (F.L Bauer) "Software engineering is the establishment and use of sound engineering principles [methods] in order to obtain economically software that is reliable and works on real machines."
implications:
There is a need for
• Theory (i.e., principles)
• Experience to establish validity of theory 
MAKING JUDGMENTS ACROSS THE SOFTWARE LIFECYCLE
Validation:
"Am I building the right product?"
==> "Have I understood what the customer really wanted?"
Verification:
"Am I building the product right?"
==> "Am I applying a sound method correctly?"
Validation & Verification Related:
• Verification speaks mostly of the process • Validation speaks mostly of the final result, the software product • The software process should include "sound engineering principles" which ensure both verification and validation.
A step in the classical water-fall software lif ecycle: A close-up view of the process
Verification is hard!: "Have {outputsj} been derived correctly from {in-putsj}?"
• Different notations ==> can't automate "equivalence" check • Transformation Process PhaseJ: in->out is not formal.
• Verification process is itself a fallible, human process
What is Software Engineering? 
ISSUES FOR PHASES OF LIFECYCLE:
• What outputs are produced in this phase?
• What inputs are required to produce the outputs?
• What engineering techniques can be applied to producing the outputs?
• Who works on this phase? What skill level is required?
• When is this phase completed? How can one tell?
• What value system is used to judge/evaluate the goodnessoi the outputs?
• How can one assess whether the project is on schedule or within budget?
• What management techniques can be applied to enhance the outputs of this phase, or the eventual success of the project (in terms of schedule and/or cost)?
• Where can automation be applied during this phase?
What is Software Engineering? TECHNICAL-Focus is on sequence of engineering activities. Typically a programmer's viewpoint. Often the concern is the transformation of input work products into output work products, verification that the transformation was carried out correctly, and on the productivity (or rate) with which the transformation was performed.
MANAGERIAL-Focus is on progress of the project, as measured against committed resources and scheduled milestones. The goal is to complete the project to the customer's satisfaction while making a prof it for the company. Management oversight is continuous across the lifecycle. Management reviews treat some aspects of validation (satisfaction of customer needs) and verification (correctness of the engineering process); productivity (rate of progress) and quality (whether product can be used satisfactorily by the customer).
MARKETING -Focus is on customer needs and satisfaction of those needs. The customer is likely to be involved mostly at the front-end (during requirements identification, analysis and specification) and at the back-end (during system acceptance testing). In both instances, the concern is for validation (e.g., "building the right product") and for the quality of the delivered product. Projects are most often impacted severely by changing or creeping requirements, in which the customer requests or demands capabilities which have not been planned for in advance. 
SOFTWARE IS RISKY BUSINESS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS ARE CONTINUALLY CHALLENGED TO:
• Identify and use good process steps • Develop sound engineering methods for capturing and describing actual user needs
• Understand how to control the software engineering process similar to industrial process control (e.g., chemical plant or production line)
• Understand how to manage risks associated with teams of humans • Develop ways of quantitatively describing desirable attributes of software processes and products (e.g.. goodness criteria for work products)
• Identify indicators of progress for a software engineering activity
• Understand the impact of making changes to the process and to particular work products
• Develop ways of capturing and institutionalizing application expertise, making an organization as "smart" as its smartest people
• Learn how to select methods and tools for an optimal software engineering environment
• Make software reuse work
• Improve ability to estimate software project costs and schedules • Improve the process • Quantify aspects of software products and processes (i.e., metrics)
• Evaluate and incorporate beneficial software engineering technology _ . •
